
How much will it cost?

Make sure that you have a clear breakdown and a fixed quote, don't accept an estimate as
this can change the overall price. What do they include in the price? Labour & materials
plus any future visits needed to complete to your satisfaction? The overall price is subject
to the size and
complexity of the kitchen, but we find that they range between £1200 to £3000 for a large
intricate kitchen. 

We have a very quick, efficient pricing system that we developed over the years and is
very accurate down to the smallest drawer. All we need are either photos of the kitchen or
plans to allow us to price through the system.

How long will it take?

Will they take the doors away to paint or will they paint them on site? If they take the doors
away will I be without them for a long time and will I need to clear out all my cupboards? If
your decorator tells you it can be done in a couple of days, then beware. He will most likely
be cutting corners on the preparation. He may also be using fast drying solvent paints that
can be hazardous to you, your family. We will cover this in more depth further down. 

If your decorator is brushing the kitchen then expect it to take at least 2-3 weeks to be a
nice finish and durable. We can complete most kitchens within 5-7 days depending on the
size and number of doors. We will keep disruption minimised, although there may be a
couple of takeaway nights.

9 Questions you

should ask!

When you are considering having your kitchen painted then
have these questions ready to ask your decorator.



Are you going to brush or spray the doors?

The quality of the overall finish is what you will look at every day so make sure you know
what finish you are expecting. Ask for quality samples of the finished look plus in the exact
colour that they will use.
Always sign the sample board on the back and keep the sample yourself. This way you
can be sure that you are getting the exact finish that you agreed on. If they push you
towards a “charming” hand painted finish, then ask why? It’s 2020 and there is no need to
accept a brushed look (unless that's your choice of course). You wouldn't accept a brushed
finish on your car, would you? We have found that so many decorators are still pushing a
hand painted look. Mostly, because they lack the skills and knowledge to deliver that
flawless sprayed finish that every kitchen deserves. It is the main focal point of the entire
home after all.

What guarantees do I get?

What will they offer you with regards peace of mind? Will they complete the work to your
satisfaction? What payments do they want upfront? Do they guarantee in writing that they
will return to fix any problems that might arise? Can you ensure their credentials? Do they
offer maintenance revisits to ensure your kitchen always looks as good as new?

You receive our business guarantee that all our customers are entitled to. We have been
running a very successful high-end decorating company for over 25 years and we ensure
customer satisfaction. 'Proof's in the pudding' when it comes to delivering quality work. You
must always over-deliver your customers’ expectations. 

We have a detailed guarantee for all our kitchen projects that has set us apart from our
competitors for all the right reasons.



Will it be tough enough?

What paints will they be using and why are they the right choice? 
Are the paints right for you or for them? Some paints are very quick drying and can fast-
track the job which is a benefit to them as time is money.

The decorator’s knowledge of paints and the systems used should be of the highest level.
If you are unsure ask some leading questions:
- What is the curing time?
- What is the solids content?
- Does the paint contain hardeners or cross-linkers? 

If they can't answer these questions to your satisfaction then that should ring some alarm
bells! 

We can give you some more information on any of these key points if you require it.
'Knowledge is power' and we are quite sad when it comes to paint and systems. We love
paint technology so much that the main paint manufacturers specialising in high-end
kitchen products have flown us out to their factories. To educate us better on their products
so we can offer all our testing and findings to our clients.

Will it smell badly?

“Maybe a little” the decorator might say! Ask for a tin to be opened so you can smell the
paint. If it blows your head off and makes you dizzy, then BEWARE. When a decorator
tells you that they can have your kitchen functional in only a few days then they are using a
highly toxic solvent-based paint.
 
Ask if they are using hardeners within the paint to make the kitchen more durable. If yes,
then again beware.  

Is the paint a brand you know? Beware, all the high-end kitchen paints are formulated by
companies that you will never have heard of. We can give you a detailed list of the best
suppliers if you need it. If you see Dulux, Farrow & Ball, etc please be careful as they might
look nice when finished but not look so great in 12 months.

If the paint is rapid drying then it's a solvent based paint which will be harmful to you, your
family and pets. These paints should only be sprayed within a controlled spray booth                     

environment and not on site. If the doors
have been taken away remember they are
still dangerous for a further 72 hours and they
are releasing harmful gases into your home.
Paint knowledge is important, so please do
your research on what paints carry
Isocyanides -very hazardous.



Can I still use the kitchen? 

If you’re having a nice charming brushed finish, then be prepared for your kitchen to be out
of commission for at least a couple of weeks. If you are having it sprayed instead then the
total time will be shortened, but still ask if it's possible to use the kitchen in the evenings?

We always clear and unwrap the main functional areas, so you don’t have to live on
takeaways for days on end. We have developed our systems over the years to focus on
client satisfaction and less family disruption. We reduce our time within your home to a
minimum and complete the spraying part down to only a few days.

We unwrap and remove all the rubbish. Then we clean and wipe down everything leaving
you with a very clean workable kitchen. So, you can make a start preparing dinner in your
new kitchen

What colours can I have?

You will need to choose from a colour card from one of the main paint brands. If we need
more paint in the future because of a problem will it be the same colour. The paint
manufacturer we deal with can match any colour you could dream up. Trust me we've tried
hard to catch them out.

Every kitchen is sampled and agreed by yourself. The sample is signed and dated then left
with yourself to ensure we have got the exact match. That swatch is recorded in our
account with the paint manufacturer and is the exact mix at any future date. This
guarantees there are no future colour issues.
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Why are you helping me?

Because that’s what we do best! If we can’t accommodate you with painting your kitchen
for whatever reason, then we would at least like you to be better informed. So that you are
making the right choice when you come to choosing your decorator.

We may not fit within your budget, but you now know why you might want to consider
investing a little more for better paints, systems and knowledge.

We might not be in your area, but we also run training academies for decorators wanting to
learn how to spray. So, we know the good from the bad and could recommend someone
from our network that we would trust to deliver a similar service.

We might not be able to fit around your schedule. But you now know that when you choose
your decorator he needs to tick all the boxes for you to receive the right job for the long
term. Sometimes waiting a bit longer is not such a bad idea.
 
We hope these 9 questions have helped you think about your painted kitchen project a
little more. If it has raised more questions then we are more than happy to help answer any
further concerns. It's a huge investment to get wrong so we want to help you create your
dream kitchen.
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Phone: 07973 369872
Email: info@PaintTech-UK.com


